
LAZY LEE Rotating Closets Chooses Lockdowel
for No-Screw Assembly and Smooth Design

Lazy Lee chooses Lockdowel snap-together fastening
for  assembly and disassembly

Lazy Lee, inventor of rotating cabinets
and closets, selects Lockdowel snap-
together fastening for easy assembly and
disassembly for all furniture designs

CEDAR CITY, UTAH, USA, August 31,
2017 /EINPresswire.com/ -- Lazy Lee®
the creators of rotating closets and
cabinets announces the company will be
using Lockdowel assembly exclusively on
all of their furniture creations by 2018.
Lockdowel allows fast assembly of the
company’s modular and rotating closets
and cabinets without glue or screws,
giving each piece a smooth continuous
custom look.

“Lockdowel not only saves us money, but
enhances the appearance of all of our
furniture, while at the same time strengthening the connections, making our closets easier and faster
to assemble and making our systems truly modular,” Inventor and Designer Lee Goldsticker, AKA
Lazy “Lee”, says.

Recently Lee was asked to move a custom closet and because of the Lockdowel connections was
able to take down the cabinetry and shelves without damaging the integrity of the wood or
connections. “With the ability to assemble and disassemble easily, Lockdowel increases the value of
our product-- and when all is said and done, is no more expensive than the CAM system of fastening
that the closet industry has traditionally accepted,” Lee explains. “Customers can move their closet
system with them from one home to another if they wish.”

Lee received inspiration for the Lazy Lee closets from living in Europe in dwellings without any closets
or storage spaces available whatsoever.  By utilizing corners he found a solution with greater capacity
and more eye appeal than has ever been seen before.

"Lockdowel has even made drawer assembly and installation within our product line easy enough for
the Do-it-Yourself customer to feel like a professional,"  Lee says. “We’re excited to apply the
Lockdowel solution to a wide array of systems serving a variety of industries—and even more to
come!” 

ABOUT LAZY LEE®                                                                                     
Since 2009 designer Lee Ralph Goldsticker has created modular closet systems bearing the
registered mark Lazy Lee®. With dozens of available configurations of colors, shelving, and drawers,
designs include the Valet™, Woman's Dream, State Room Series, Pantry Unit, Pandora's Box™, The

http://www.einpresswire.com
http://www.lazylee.com/
http://www.lockdowel.com


WineRack by Lazy Lee® and The Garage Unit.  These configurations reflect the company's
commitment to affordable solutions and elegant space management. 

Inquiries for general product information and sales in the United States please direct to Lazy Lee
USA,LLC  sales@lazyleeusa.com.  Office locations -777 N. 2150 W. Cedar City, UT 84721 USA; Tel
(877)-567-8802; Cell (435)-590-6220.

Inquiries for overseas sales, distributorships, manufacturing overseas, please direct to
info@lazylee.com. Lazy Lee® 14 NE 1st Ave., 2 Floor, Miami FL 33132 USA Tel/ Fax +1 (855) 508-
5551, Cell +1 (318) 206-8238. 

ABOUT LOCKDOWEL                                                                                                    
Lockdowel provides glue-less and screw-less fasteners, drawer slides and hinges for fast and easy of
cabinets, furniture and architectural millwork. Patent pending. installation Lockdowel 41920 Christy
Street  Fremont, CA  94538, (650) 325-8732    www.lockdowel.com
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